Identification, mapping, and genomic structure of a novel X-chromosomal human gene (SMPX) encoding a small muscular protein.
Reciprocal probing has been used to identify a cDNA clone (xh8H11) representing a gene preferentially expressed in striated muscle. The gene maps close to DXS7101 31.9 cM from the short arm telomere of the X-chromosome at Xp22.1. On searching expressed and genomic databases, 21 expressed sequence tags were found that allowed the assignment of a human extended consensus sequence of 887 bp, suggesting a completely expressed gene symbolized as SMPX. By using the human consensus sequence, the orthologous mouse Smpx and rat SMPX genes could be aligned and confirmed by complete sequencing of additional SMPX-related clones obtained by library screening. An open reading frame was identified encoding a peptide of 88-86 and 85 amino acids in human and rodents, respectively. The predicted peptide had no significant homologies to known structural elements. The human consensus cDNA sequence was used to define the genomic structure of the human SMPX that had been missed by a previous large scale sequencing approach. The gene consists of five exons (> or =172, 57, 84, 148, > or =422 bp) and four introns (3639, 10410, 6052, 31134 bp) comprising together 52.1 kb and is preferentially and abundantly expressed in heart and skeletal muscle. Thus, a novel human gene encoding a small muscular protein that maps to Xp22.1 (SMPX) has been identified and structurally characterized as a basis for further functional analysis.